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I am the Lord Merlin, with another in a series of transmissions for
workers of the light to assist them in their walk of ascension and
of mastery, bringing to the earth plane many new dispensations
of assistance and blessings .. to alleviate the burden of this path
to mastery each of you walks .. to lighten the load .. and to bring
cosmic tools .. to effect great change and transformation.
If you will now open your channels of light, opening the higher
chakras to connect with the Source realms, reaching through the
suns and moons, the celestial realms, galactic and cosmic realms,
to the realms of Source .. and opening the lower chakras and

securing your energies firmly to the centre of the earth, to Gaia’s
crystal heart. Breathing deeply, and expanding, opening your
heart in an expansion and an acceptance, surrendering all in your
life which is not working for you .. and receiving many blessings
of light codes as they stream through your open crown and fill
your field and all of your chakras with light .. and the light
expands and overflows from
your crown, filling you with
expansion and with light, increasing the velocity and volume of
light you emit .. and this light which spills over and overflows into
all of your being removes the distortions in your field,
obstructions,
distorted
thinking
and
behaviours,
ancient
memories of sadness, confusion, doubt, pain .. such that bring
into your field and into your life experiences which mirror that
which you hold.
It is offered clearly and firmly .. that your priority as workers of
the light is to clear yourselves of these karmic memories .. to
work with every incident in your life and to search for the pattern
you are shown in every experience that causes pain, confusion,
distress, sadness, doubt. For until the akasha of your soul is
empty, you will continue to draw into your life experiences which
seek to bring the cause of your distorted life to your attention.
Working now with each pattern you may observe in your life that
causes limitation .. that creates pain and conflict and sadness ..
stuckness. With many angels flocking to be by your side to enable
you to pull apart the onion skins of your being .. and to own,
honestly, fully, each limitation and pattern that you hold.
Working from within the parameter of the personal challenges
you sit within at this moment .. what it is that is creating
limitation in you at this moment .. for this is the latest in a series
of initiations with which you are faced .. and it is for you to fully
‘own’ your own part in every incident in your life. To allow now
the blame projected on others to be removed .. by the angels ..
who assist you to see very clearly now your own behaviour
patterns, your own limiting beliefs .. putting aside for the moment
the part that others play .. and looking only at your own reactions,
own behaviours.
Each of you holds great mastery .. and much is asked of you
within this mastery .. as workers of the light it is beneath your
sovereignty of mastery to continue to blame others. It is asked of
you to ‘own’ your mastery .. and to work with self-discipline and

self-knowledge .. in this path of restoration to divinity which each
of you walks. And there are responsibilities to self within this
path .. of ensuring the complete clearing of all karmic detritus
held in your soul’s akasha.
And so, it is not for you to continue to place blame on others .. but
in every incident, every circumstance of your life .. to turn the
karmic mirror so that it is clearly seen .. and to own your own
part, own behaviour, own limitations, own wounds, own
memories.
If for example in your life there are those who challenge your
power, who seek to disempower you, and to challenge your belief
in yourself and in your ability .. then this is occurring because you
are holding core memories and wounds from an ancient life, held
as akashic records in the chakras of the energy body .. which are
creating a forcefield of energy. Under the law of attraction, the
core records you hold will attract to you situations which will
mirror to you what you hold. And so, until you empty the akasha
of your soul by releasing these records .. you will continue to
attract into your life recurring experiences .. these are the limiting
patterns which continue until they receive healing and release.
And for workers of the light, there are cosmic gifts brought to
earth now .. to effect quick and easy methods of clearing and
restoration!
It is only required of you that you ‘own’ your limitations, that you
acknowledge your own behaviours that are disempowering,
limiting, saddening, confusing. Only required of you that you
bravely own and acknowledge what you hold .. and to request its
release from the akasha of your soul. There is courage and
bravery required of you in this .. to not hold fast as you may have
done in the past to your own point of view .. but to relinquish your
need for blame of another .. and to turn the karmic mirror upon
yourself.
Once you commence this work of uncovering what lies deep
within your chakras as ancient memory and limiting behaviour .. it
will become a discipline that is a part of your daily routine and
one which will greatly empower you .. for you will discover that
your life becomes more easy, less troubled, with less conflict, less
pain and sadness.

As you wake up, and the beautiful mind clicks in with its beautiful
stories of what is troublesome in your day, in your life .. when you
become in the habit of seeing the patterns which your mind is
showing you .. you will find great personal power in taking
advantage of using these few minutes each morning to
acknowledge the patterns you are being shown, and to request
their release.
And again at night as you fall into sleep, the beautiful mind gives
you another opportunity to look at the patterns of your life, the
initiation within which you walk .. and again to acknowledge your
issues, your difficulties, your challenges, your distorted patterns ..
and to ask for help in their release.
Held by many angelic ones, if you will now open your being and
uncover, travelling to the core of your being to see, to own, to
acknowledge your own part, own behaviour, own patterns in the
initiation you walk within, that which most challenges you at this
time………………………………………….…………………………………………..
And as these limiting beliefs and behaviours, programs,
thoughtforms, memories are acknowledged and released .. the
field
of
Merlin’s
manifestation
of
magical
magnetism
demagnetizes the electro-magnetic field of your being of all
negativity, duality and distortion .. as the circle of fire of Purity
and Astrea encircles the distortions and dualities.
Surrender
these distortions and dualities that they may be demagnetized
from your being, gathered by the angels, and placed inside the
circle of fiery light .. and cut now by the sword of truth, which
cuts away all that is not of light, all that is not of your divine
blueprint .. as all that is of duality is demagnetized and cast from
your being.
Calling now to the Karmic Board and asking that they release the
karmic records, releasing the original core memory, record,
experience, belief, program and pattern that causes you to react
in this way .. crossing the dimensions and all time and all space to
release the original core record and memory, and each experience
that has occurred in all lifetimes that had its origin in the original
core memory .. with karmic absolution given you .. and with all
cords cut now between you and any karmic partners .. releasing

you from your karmic burdens .. releasing you from the initiation
you walk. With the breath, you may release all.
Working with the karmic patterns many times, revealing you to
yourself .. and releasing all that is distorted .. empties the akasha
of your soul of all negativity and pain. You will see the benefit as
life becomes more peaceful, and as core patterns of pain and
confusion leave. Light descends, hope returns .. and you see the
possibilities of really embodying your divine qualities, for the
doubts and fears that currently hold you back will no longer
trouble you. As you become in the habit of constantly releasing
karmic records, life transforms.
You are ready .. to begin .. this path of mastery and mission .. but
first it is necessary to come to terms with your own darkness and
to deal with this.
Breathing deeply, and opening the heart .. clear now of all
distortion .. having released this initiation within which you have
been walking. And you may wish to work with this meditation
many times, for it will set you free from your initiations and from
your distorted and limiting behaviours!
Opening yourself now .. for a vacuum has been created .. into
which the angels pour soul gifts .. received as packages of light
encoded with soul gifts which are restored to your chakras and to
your light body. Receiving these with gratitude .. for you are
ready .. to begin, dear ones of the light, to begin to share your
light, your love, and your gifts with all of humanity.
Great acceleration occurs .. the dawning of the New Age you sit
within. You are the creators of the New World, and as such you
are given all that you require. Never alone dear ones, never alone
.. you walk with leagues of angelic ones and helpers from all the
dimensions.
I Am your Merlin.
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